
Fall into a good book this
Autumn

Join three friends on a fun leaf-finding adventure! This bouncy new
version of the popular song begs to be read out loud.

There are lots of beautiful fall leaves to find! Three friends have a big
adventure hiking over a mountain and through a forest to collect leaves
of all kinds and colors. What will they do with all their leaves at the end
of the story? Jump and play in them, of course!

As the tree grows, it is joined by well-loved woodland creatures –
squirrels and rabbits, butterflies and owls – who make it their home. A
rhyming poem builds page on page, echoing the rings of a growing tree.
The story culminates with a fold-out page showing a mature tree
shedding seeds to continue the beautiful cycle of life. At the back, find
the full poem and facts about the specific tree, a sycamore.

Beautiful and evocative, It Starts With a Seed is a factual story that
will touch children with its simple, enchanting message of life and
growth.

Fall has come, the wind is gusting, and Leaf Man is on the move. Is he drifting
east, over the marsh and ducks and geese? Or is he heading west, above the
orchards, prairie meadows, and spotted cows?
No one's quite sure, but this much is certain: A Leaf Man's got to go where
the wind blows.
Ehlert crafts each illustration out of actual fall leaves on every spread to
reveal gorgeous landscapes. This playful and whimsical book celebrates the
natural world and the rich imaginative life of children.

As autumn arrives, Moss, Sorrel, Burnet and Dormer decide to return home to Ash
Row to unravel a riddle that might explain why their kind are fading from the Wild
World. When you're only one-hand high, it's a journey filled with both danger and
delight: golden leaves, shiny conkers and the brightest of berries, but also storms and
the first frost of winter. They have friendship, good sense and humour on their side,
but will it be enough to secure a future for the Hidden Folk? Or will they need to go
further, and find a way to work with the most unreliable of creatures ... humans?
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